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Customer Services:

Tel: 0870 241 6131

Fax: 0870 241 6132

Email: enquiries@aqualux.co.uk
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By combining innovative design with cutting edge technology and uncompromising

quality, Aqualux has crafted a luxurious range of stunning shower enclosures and steam

cabins. AquaSpace, Pura and Crysta are three of Aqualux’s most stylish ranges,

individually designed to offer the ultimate showering experience. Aqualux prides itself on

its first class reputation and full support is provided by our customer services department

and fleet of trained technicians, providing complete peace of mind.

AquaSpace

The AquaSpace walk-in shower enclosures see spacious showering, seamlessly linked

with sophisticated drying areas. Contemporary styling is added through integrated

features including bamboo footboards, towel rails and glass shelving.

Pura

The minimalistic, floating glass design of the Pura range provides a seamless haven for

relaxation.  Its clean lines and frameless styling are simply striking. Pura is not only

beautiful in its simplicity, but also superbly practical with easy clean glass.

Crysta

For the ultimate in pampering, the Crysta steam cabins harmonise functional design with

exquisite styling, offering the perfect way to unwind from the fast pace of modern living.

The multiple jets of the ultra-chic steam cabins bring the benefits of hydrotherapy and

massage to detoxify, relax and rejuvenate.
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aquaspace
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aquaspace

walk-in modular
shower panels

Size: 700mm, 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm

Glass height: 2000mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Floor to ceiling fixing, can be fitted onto a tray or a wet floor, 

easy clean glass

Simplicity itself. The new range of Walk-in Modular Shower

Panels bring an air of serenity, with clear glass panels that

float between the wall and polished silver, floor to ceiling

fixing. There is a choice of five sizes which can be used

individually or combined to form an enclosed showering area.

Each panel comes with a

floor to ceiling fixing which

can be used with a wet floor

fit or a shower tray. This

enclosure cannot be used

with the Aqualux Wet Room

Conversion Kit. 
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aquaspace

walk-in modular
shower panels
Versatile. Available in five different widths, each Walk-in

Modular Shower Panel comes complete with a 2.5m,

adjustable, floor to ceiling fixing which can be fitted 

onto a wet floor or a shower tray, making these stunning

shower panels truly versatile.

Size: 700mm, 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm

Glass height: 2000mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Floor to ceiling fixing, can be fitted onto a tray or a wet floor, 

easy clean glass
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aquaspace

corner walk-through

Size: 1500mm x 1500mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 6mm toughened 

Door opening: 473mm

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Easy clamp glass system, towel rail, 

integral glass shelves, two bamboo footboards

The Corner Walk-through sees Aqualux taking a totally 

fresh approach to walk-in design.  It offers the ultimate in

sophistication with two drying areas, each with a stylish

bamboo slatted footboard, plus a generous showering area.

The enclosure is completed with two integral glass shelves

and a stylish easy-to-reach towel rail.

This enclosure can

also be fitted in a

wet room by using

the Aqualux Wet

Room Conversion

Kit. See page 16.
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aquaspace

walk-through
The modern design and simple styling of the Walk-through

transforms any bathroom into a spacious showering

experience and makes a perfect bath replacement. Bamboo

footboards form two drying areas, while the easy glide door

system provides access to the showering area from both

sides. Versatility is offered with two sizes of tray and a two

metre extension rail for a larger recess space or for a corner

fit, simply combine with a 900mm or 1000mm side panel. 

Tray sizes: 1700mm x 900mm, 1700mm x 1000mm

Height: 1900mm

Side panels: 900mm, 1000mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Door opening: 488mm (recess fit)

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Reversible for left or right hand corner fitting,  

two bamboo footboards
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aquaspace

walk-around
The versatile Walk-around brings quality and innovation to 

the bathroom. Combined with a generous shower space 

is a striking separate drying area created through a curved

bamboo footboard. The minimalist styling of the Walk-around,

with elegant glass shelves and a matching polished silver

effect towel rail, creates a simply stunning shower enclosure.

A choice of left or right hand entry options are available for

corner installation.

Size: 1144mm x 1500mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 6mm toughened 

Door opening: 458mm

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Easy clamp glass system, left or right hand fitting options, 

towel rail, integral glass shelves, bamboo footboard

This enclosure can

also be fitted in a

wet room by using

the Aqualux Wet

Room Conversion

Kit. See page 16.
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aquaspace

square walk-in
Its angular styling makes the Square Walk-in a highly

distinctive choice. The clever, door-free design creates easy

access leading to a large showering area. It offers a choice

of left or right hand entry and comes complete with a

bamboo footboard and polished silver effect towel rail, to

form a modern, functional shower enclosure.

Size: 1000mm x 1500mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 6mm toughened 

Door opening: 473mm

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Left or right hand fitting options, towel rail, 

bamboo footboard (not shown in illustration)
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aquaspace

b-shape walk-in
Designed to suit a corner installation, the B-shape 

Walk-in enclosure combines a curvaceous showering area

with an integrated drying area. Its frameless pivot door

with its stylish handle offers a choice of left or right hand

entry options, and creates a sleek, modern design which

eliminates over-splash.

Size: 800mm x 1400mm

Height: 1850mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 6mm toughened 

Door opening: 531mm

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Left or right hand fitting options, stylish handle
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aquaspace

walk-in
The Gold winner in the House Beautiful Best Bathroom

Product Awards, the Walk-in offers the ultimate in luxury. 

A real haven for relaxation, the versatile Walk-in provides

three options for the modern bathroom. Create a seamless

showering space with a separate drying area by installing

the Walk-in with integral shower tray, without a side panel

for a recess fit or as a wet room fit.

This enclosure can

also be fitted in a

wet room by using

the Aqualux Wet

Room Conversion

Kit. See page 16.

Tray sizes: 800mm x 1400mm, 900mm x 1400mm, 900mm x 1700mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 6mm toughened 

Door opening: 630mm (1400mm trays), 780mm (1700mm tray)

Adjustment: 20mm

Extra features: Easy clamp glass system, left or right hand fitting options, 

towel rail, integral glass shelves, bamboo footboard
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aquaspace

wet room 
conversion kit
Wet rooms take contemporary bathrooms to new heights of

luxury. The easy-to-install AquaSpace Wet Room Conversion

Kit provides a simple way to transform an enclosure into a

modern wet room. It can be used with either the AquaSpace

Corner Walk-through, the Walk-around or the Walk-in

enclosures.

Wet Room fitting guidelines: 

The Wet Room Conversion Kit is designed to be used in conjunction with a proprietary

wet floor solution. 

Before fitting the enclosure the wet floor must be prepared. This will involve a waste,

appropriate falls for drainage and a sealing membrane. The membrane can be finished

with tiles. It is essential the floor is fully sealed before commencing the screen fit. The

screen system locates on easy fit wall channels and is retained by curved brace bars. It

has a combination of wall channel spacers and adjustable support feet on the outer edge

of each screen. This allows the product to conform to a variety of wet floor fall gradients.
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pura
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pura

pivot
The frameless floating glass styling of the Pivot brings

elegant minimalism to the bathroom. It has a striking, large

streamlined handle and matching towel rail, plus integral

glass shelves which are both modern and practical. The

smooth opening hinges ensure easy door opening and the

pivot is available as door only for a recess fit or with a side

panel for a complete enclosure.

Sizes: 900mm, 1000mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Door opening: 494mm (900mm recess), 594mm (1000mm recess)

554mm (900mm), 654mm (1000mm)

Adjustment: 25mm

Extra features: Easy clean glass, reversible for left or right hand fitting, 

towel rail on side panel, integral glass shelves, stylish handle
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pura

corner entry
The Corner Entry enables bathrooms of all sizes to enjoy

Pura’s sleek minimalistic vision. Its innovative space saving

design incorporates a large showering area with smooth

opening hinged doors with slimline bar handles. The elegance

of the design is heightened by the integral glass shelves

which are both practical and stylish. The Corner Entry is

available to suit 900mm and 1000mm shower trays.

Sizes: 900mm x 900mm, 1000mm x 1000mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Door opening: 812mm (900mm), 908mm (1000mm)

Adjustment: 25mm

Extra features: Easy clean glass, integral glass shelves, stylish handles
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pura

single door
quadrant
With one large hinged door, the Single Door Quadrant, with

its clean lines and simple design, suits all styles of bathrooms.

The curvaceous door swings open easily but closes securely

for a watertight seal, and can be hung for either left or right

entry. This design is available in a choice of two sizes.

Sizes: 900mm x 900mm, 1000mm x 1000mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Door opening: 600mm (900mm), 600mm (1000mm)

Adjustment: 25mm

Extra features: Easy clean glass, reversible for left or right hand fitting, 

integral glass shelves, stylish handle
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pura

double door
quadrant
The sleek design of the Double Door Quadrant promises a

blissful showering experience. Its two centre opening hinged

doors with sleek, long bar handles, open to create a stylish

yet practical enclosure with integral glass shelves. The Double

Door Quadrant suits both 900mm and 1000mm quadrant

shower trays.

Sizes: 900mm x 900mm, 1000mm x 1000mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Door opening: 794mm (900mm), 794mm (1000mm)

Adjustment: 25mm

Extra features: Easy clean glass, integral glass shelves, stylish handles
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pura

off-set quadrant
The minimum off fuss is combined with the maximum of

space in this extension of the classic quadrant shape. This

luxurious enclosure incorporates a spacious showering area

with frameless floating glass styling and streamlined bar

handles. Sleek and stylish, the Off-Set Quadrant enclosure 

is reversible for fitting with either a left or right hand off-set

quadrant shower tray.

Size: 900mm x 1200mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Door opening: 794mm 

Adjustment: 25mm

Extra features: Easy clean glass, reversible for left or right hand fitting, 

integral glass shelves, stylish handles
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pura

d-shape quadrant
Bringing a contemporary twist to the conventional corner

installation quadrant, the D-shape Quadrant is bold and

striking. Its large, frameless double hinged doors open

outwards to give full width access to the spacious showering

area. Integral glass shelves on either side and long, sleek bar

handles give this enclosure a timeless feel.

Size: 925mm x 1050mm

Height: 1900mm

Frame finish: Polished Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 8mm toughened 

Door opening: 912mm 

Adjustment: 25mm

Extra features: Easy clean glass, integral glass shelves, stylish handles
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crysta
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crysta

round steam cabin
Excellent functionality has been combined with high-impact design

to create the Round Steam Cabin which has it all!  Frameless styling

and unmatchable quality is complemented with polished chrome

effect fittings and an aesthetic opaque glass back panel. The steam

cabin incorporates a stone effect single seat and a 3kw steam

generator, as well as a hand shower and six body jets, radio and

speaker with USB connector for an MP3 player, an eight inch

diameter shower head and a high-tech LCD touch screen control

panel.  Cleaning is easy with the built-in self-cleaning function.

Size: 900mm x 1000mm 

Height: 2250mm

Cabin finish: Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 6mm toughened 

Features: Opaque glass back panel, single stone effect seat, multi function

shower head, 6 jets, thermostatic controls, automatic self-cleaning

function, LED lights, radio, USB connector for MP3, venting fan,

LCD touch screen control panel
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crysta

square steam cabin
Relax in luxury in the spacious Square Steam Cabin for an

unforgettable showering experience. With frameless styling,

polished chrome effect fittings and an aesthetic opaque glass

back panel, this steam cabin offers a chic retreat. It incorporates

a stylishly practical single seat, a 3kw steam generator, a hand

shower and six body jets, radio and speaker with USB connector

for an MP3 player, and eight inch diameter shower head with

chrome finish and a high-tech LCD touch screen control panel.

Cleaning is easy with the built-in self-cleaning function.

Size: 880mm x 1000mm 

Height: 2250mm

Cabin finish: Silver 

Glass pattern: Clear

Glass: 6mm toughened 

Features: Opaque glass back panel, single stone effect seat, multi function

shower head, 6 jets, thermostatic controls, automatic self-cleaning

function, LED lights, radio, USB connector for MP3, venting fan,

LCD touch screen control panel
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guarantees

Aqualux have a reputation for quality and reliability, so

whichever showering product from the AquaSpace or Pura

ranges it will come with an Aqualux Lifetime guarantee.

Crysta Steam Cabins are backed by a 2 year guarantee.

All toughened glass conforms to EN 12150-1:2000.

ISO 9001 2000 registered company.

ISO 14001 2004 registered company.

product development

Due to continued product development 

Aqualux Products Limited reserve the right 

to alter specifications without prior notice. 

All details correct at time of going to press.

All images, illustrations and information contained within this brochure are the

property of Aqualux Products Limited and cannot be reproduced without prior written

consent. This applies to use in any form of medium, both written and electronic.
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